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PRELIMINARY RESULT8 FROM THE LOS A W S  T W  WMPLEX TERRAIN 
ATMOSPHERIC TRANSPORT STUDY (ATS) 

Erik Vold*, Margaret Chan, Larry Sanders 

Las Alamae National Laboratory 
Lo$ Alamos, NM 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Lcw Alamos National Laboratory 
(LANL) Low-Level Radioactive Waste 
(LLRW) disposal site at TA54, Area G is 
located on a mes8 top amidst a complex 
terrain of finger like mesas typically 30 
meters br more in height above canyons of 
widths varying from IO0 to 300 meters. 
Atmospheric dispersion from this site is of 
concern for routlni operatlons and for 
potontial incidents during waste retrieval 
operations. Indian lands are located In the 
dominant downwind direction within 505 m 
from the site and provide further incentive 
to understand the potential and actual 
impacts of waste disposal operations. The 
permanent network of meteoraloglcal 
towers at LANL (LANL, 1992) have been 
located primarily at mesa-tap locations to 
coincide with most laboratory facilities and 
as such do not resolve the effects of 
channeling in the canyons and the influence 
this has on potential surface releases. 

An Atmospheric Transport Study 
(ATS) was initiated to better undcfstand 
the wind flow fields and dispersion from the 
LANL Waste Storage and Disposal facllitles 
et TA-54. Area G. As part of #is effort, a 
series of six portable meteorological 
towers (of a type originally designed for 
monitoring at the USDOE Nevada Test Site) 
were sited in the vicinity of Area 0, two at 
mesa top locations, clne jus1 east of the site 
where the mesas have dissipated to mild 
rldges. and three in the canyons adjacent to 
the di-al $iW mesa a$ lndlcated on the 

Corresponding author address; Erik L. 
Vold, CST-14. MS J595, Los Aiamos 
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87545 

topographic representation of the local 
terrain shown in Fig.1. Slnee early 1994, 
tho towers have collected horizontal wind 
velocllles, pressure, temperature, relative 
humidity and a radiation gamma reading 
every fifteen minutes. The data base is 
being analyzed for trends and ta provide a 
basis for comparlson to computational 
modeling efforts to predict the flow fields. 
Addltlonal field and computational elements 
of the TA-54 ATS study will be described 
in subsequent work. 

2. METHODS 

Data is obtained using self contained 
portable meteorologic monitoring towers 
similar to those used in the Neighborhood 
Environmental Watch Network (NEWNET) 
program [Sanders, 18931. Portability 
afforded by these monitoring $tattons 
allows a great deal of flexibility in 
placement at remote locations as seen In 
Fig.2a and 2b which show, respectively, 
towars at a mesa top location (within Area 
G) and at 8 canyon location (Canada del 
Buey - west, adlacent and to the north 
west of Area G). Power systems on each 
station use solar charged battertes and 
communications from each station are 
accomplished using satellite telemetry. 
Each stallon Is Integrated in a 10m tall 
tower that can be easily disassembled for 
relocation. 

Data is obtained from oommercial 
wind speed and directlon $en$ors mounted 
at the top of the tower. The wind directIan 
sensor consists of a balanced anodized 
aluminum vane assembly and the wind speed 
sensor consisted af a three cup, voltage 
generating anemometer. The wind direction 
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Fig.2b (below) The remote meteorological 
tower at a canyon location, here in Canada 
del Buey, about %Om to the north-west of 
Area G. 
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sensor has a range of 0-380 degrees with 
f3 degrees accuraoy. The wind speed 
sensor ha$ a range of 0-100 mph with 
H.25 rnph accuracy. Each of these sensors 
has a 1.0 mph threshold. 

The wind sensors am sampled by 
the station computer for 15s every minute 
at a rate of one sample per Second. Each 
minute, the 15s samples are converted to 
wind vector horlrontal components and 
averaged and the standard deviation of wind 
direction caleulated. Every 15 minutes, the 
one-minute wind vectors and the standard 
deviations are averaged. The tower 
computer transmits the 15 minute averages 
via satellite to a station et LANL every 4 
hours. Data received by the station are 
stored In files for analysis. Data from 
temperature, pressure and gamma radiation 
sensors are averaged and processed In a 
similar way. 

Each remote monitoring statlan also 
transmits diagnostic mrsasurements 
consisting of power subsystem 
performance, intra-module communication 
check and electronlc package temperature. 
These parameters are examined daily by 
data quality englneers to verify station 
integrlty and are used to help diagnose 
problems before technicians are s e n t  to the 
field to perform maintenance. 

One of the 6 remote portable 
stations is collocated with one of the 
permanent LAN1 monitoring network 
towers. Their data has been compared for 
the lorn elevation as a quality assurance 
check on the data from the new remota 
located towers. 

3. RESULTS 

The dominant daytime mesa top 
wind flow Is from the S to SW, directed by 
the Rio Grande canyon between the Jemez 
and tho Sangre de Crlsta mountains. Thls is 
5een in Fig.3a, the wind frequency 
distribution by hour of the day and by wind 
direction for June 1995 at the me$a top 
tower within Area Cis The night time wind 
direction is divided between the SSW flow 
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and the canyon dreinage flow from the NW 
(at about 315 degrees). This night time 
flow has a large variance in direction 
distributed between the two dominant 
directions, 

This data from Area 0 is similar to 
that collected at each of the mesa top 
locations at LANL. The similarity has bsen 
demonstrated quantitatively by plotting 
correlations of wind speed and direction 
data between pairwise oomblnatibns of 
station locations. While the mesa top flow 
is observed et dlfferent station locations to 
be very similar, the mesa top and canyon 
flows are quite dlfferent from each other. 

The wind flows in the local mesa 
canyon bottoms are very 'precisely bi- 
modal', meaning flaw is directly up canyon 
during the day, down canyon at night, and 
undergoes an abrupt change, within 1-2 15- 
min. sample intervals, for either transition. 
This typical canyon result is seen in FigAb, 
showing wind frequency in Canada del Buey 
adjacent to and NW of Area G. At this 
location, the steep canyon walls behind the 
tower are about 30rn tall and the canyon 
width Is about 1OOm. During thls June, the 
morning transltion wcurred consistently at 
about 6:00AM. while the eventng transition 
occurred aver a range of times from about 
noon to about 6:OOPM. 

The canyon rerult helps one to 
interpret the mesa top result seen in Fig.3a. 
In a majorily of cases, the night time mesa 
top flow transitions to follow the canyon 
drainage dimction on a variable time scale, 
some nights never really 'catching up' to 
the canyon drainage flow. I t  Is 
hypothesized, as a subject for future 
analysis, that durlng the days when the 
canyon transistion to drainage flow occurs 
earlier in the efternom, then the mesa top 
flow shifts to follow the canyon drainage. 

Wind directions in relatively 'open 
field' canyon lacations are similar to each 
other and exhibit the distinctive blmodai 
behaviour described above. In 'obstructed' 
canyons, e.& locatlons where trees are 
dense and of an average helght which is a 
significant fraction of the canyon depth 
below the mesa top, then the wind in the 
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Fig.3a (top) shows the frequency distribution far wind dlrectidn and time of day in dune 19Q5 
at the mesa top lbcsltlon at Area G (shown in Fig.2a). 

Fig.36 (bottom) shows the frequency dlstrlbutlon for wind dlrection and time of day in June 
1995 at a canyon Imtlan (Canada del Buey as shown in Fig.2b). 
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canyon location exhfblts a less distinct 
canyon channeling. Here, there appears to 
be a random fluctuation of daytime wind 
direction oscillating between the canyon 
channeling and the mesa top flow. 

The wind speeds at the mesa top 
locations ere significentiy higher than that 
observed in the canyon locations by a 
factor of 1.7, evaluated as an annual 
average. This would su9pest a reduced 
atmospheric dlspsrsion in th5 canyon 
relative to the mesa top based on B 
standard Gausslan plume formulation. 

Pressure variations are consistent 
between the locations showing the expected 
sllght differences attributable to elevallon 
differences. Temperatures ara slightly 
more extreme in the canyon locations than 
on the mesa top. 

4. DlSCUSSlON 

The field data suggest the following 
net flow patterns apply to potential 
elrnospherlc redeases from the waste 
dispasal site. During the day, wind flows 
primarily to the nofth towards Canada del 
Buey. To the extent a pollutant released 
from the mesa top beoarnes entrained in the 
canyon flow it would move up canyon until 
dispersed from the canyon Into the mesa 
tap winds, as seen in simulatlons for 
similar mesa top sources [Eossert, 19951. 
Subsequently, the canyons influence the 
mesa top wlnds as an increase in turbulence 
due to increased 'surface roughness' of the 
mesa-canyon terrain [Bowen, 19901, 
During the night hours any release from the 
disposal slte would be expected to flow 
down canyan approrcirnately evenly divided 
between the two canyons adjacent to the 
site mesa. 

An Implication for atmospheric 
transport is that contributions from 
several mesa tap wind sectors may add 
together into a canyon flow. The most 
likely point of maximum off-site 
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concentrations from I disposal site source 
would be up canyon and to the north of the 
disposal Sit8 mesa. A simple anatysls of 
this effect has been included in the draft 
Area 0 disposal site Performance 
Assessment [Hollis, et.al. 19951 which 
shows that the canyons channel flow to 
effectively increaee the maximum 
downwind normalized concentrations by 
about 2.4 times that expected in open 
terraln Gaussian plums modeling. More 
sophlstieated numerical modeling in 2-0 and 
In 3-D end additional analyses we in 
process. 

5. SUMMARY 

A data base has been established 
with meteorological conditions monitored at 
8 locations in a complex terrain of Interest 
to USDOE Wasie Management efforts. 
Preliminary analyses of the data base are 
continuing. Modeling effarts are underway 
to compliement the field studies, to provlde 
I better understanding of the wind flow 
field in this compfm terrain and to pmvlde 
a predlctive capability for potential 
atmospheric release sources. 
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